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Celebrated copywriter Guillermo Rubio took everything he learned 
as a Barefoot Writer to create a thrilling lifestyle of travel and fun.
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Guillermo Rubio is a true AWAI 
success story, having started 
his copywriting career with the 
flagship Accelerated Program for 
Six-Figure Copywriting. But G, as 
we call him, went on to do what 
we wish for all Barefoot Writers, 
which is that he made his writing 
career his own and now writes 
when and what he wants. He’s 
also relocated across the country 
multiple times at will, and now 
lives in Southern California near 
the beach. 
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what you’ll learn this month

The Simplest Truth About Writing
Here I was, all prepared to offer you motivational maxims on how to 

make this new year count and hit the ground running…

But the truth is, there’s nothing wildly different about 2022 from any 
of the years I’ve written this column before. The writing industry is still 
strong and growing… copywriting remains the best path for writers to 
both make an excellent income and have total freedom of lifestyle… 
and there are more paths than ever on which to get started. 

Barefoot Writing is firmly entrenched in an industry with staying power. 
It’s here for you if you’re ready. Yours for the taking if you want it. 

There is one thing that’s different this year, though: you. You’re undoubt-
edly at a different point in your life than you were the last time you con-
sidered advancing your writing goals. Maybe you’re in a better place. 
Maybe things are harder. What I want you to realize, though, is that a 
writing career like this can see you through the good and the bad, the 
thick and the thin. It’s not something you need to kick off in grand style, 
here at the beginning of a brand-new year. It’s not a world that wants to 
wait till you’re ready and have all your ducks in a row.

It’s here, now, available to you. If anyone has lived that exact story and 
made up their mind to finally go for it, it’s Guillermo Rubio, our Featured 
Interviewee and my good friend. He talks about how he got tired of 
waiting for life to happen… followed by the wild trajectory he’s been on 
ever since (p. 9).

Think that could be you? I do!

So please enjoy this guide to getting launched, from Fadila Ali’s lessons 
learned on the business side of writing (p. 30) to Heather Belisle’s keys to 
meaningful prospect conversations (p. 25), and especially Holly Rhoton’s 
frank perspective on how to outsmart the one person who can derail 
your goals (p. 27).

To making the most of this new year,

Mindy McHorse
Executive Editor, Barefoot Writer
mindy@barefootwriter.com

Me with my friend Sai (right) 
on New Year’s Day in Colorado, 

swimming outside in 1°F weather. 
Cheers to adventures in 2022!
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featured contributors

Challenge Prompt: Choose one guiding word 
to steer you toward your paid writing goals for the 
coming year, and explain why you chose it.

Heather Belisle (“Win Over Your Avatar by Talking Her Talk!”) is a Certified Lean Six 
Sigma Black Belt who specializes in optimizing processes and helping others be their 
best selves. With over 20 years of experience doing human and process improvement 
programs, she has a bag of tricks that can be used for generating the best pathway 
forward. Today she’s living the writer’s life by using her experiences to write compelling 
copy for personal and professional development coaches.

Determination! When you set your heart on a dream… a desire… a goal… to be 
a freelance copywriter — you need determination as a driving force to get you to 
the finish line. Because when the fluffy woo-woo energy fades away, determination 
keeps you going!

Holly Rhoton (“The One Person Who Can Stall Your Writing Dream”) discovered how 
short life is when her mom passed in May 2021. When she died, her unlived dreams 
did too. Holly didn’t want to make that mistake. Since then, she’s turned her life upside 
down to achieve her dream of living the writer’s life. She quit her job as a mammogra-
pher to be a full-time copywriter. She’s making continuous strides and won’t be slow-
ing down anytime soon. 

Belief. Because I know I was meant to do this. And if the powers that be picked this 
path for me, who can stop me? 

For Fadila Ali (“The 4 Powerful Attitudes You Need to Jump-Start Your Writing Busi-
ness This Year”), living the writer’s life means having the money and freedom to be her 
authentically “adventurous” self… support empowerment causes she cares about… 
treat her parents to an occasional spa day… and shop guilt-free at a luxury shoe store. 
(Eyes on you, Louboutins.) She’s a big believer in taking charge of your life, so she set her 
focus on serving the personal development niche.

I believe that consistency is one of the secrets to success in anything — freelance 
business included! No matter your starting point — mediocre writing skills… small 
network… zero clients — taking “nonstop” action steps to improve will no doubt get 
you wherever you plan to go faster.
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living the writer’s life

Barefoot Writers Come  
From All Walks Of Life

Copywriter Leverages Fiverr to Connect with 
Long-Term Clients

When Peggy Stankiewicz added copywriting as a side gig, she was hoping to complete 
100 projects that first year. Combine her ambitious goal with her steady determination 

to learn all she could, and it’s no surprise she reached her goal early… three months early! In 
this interview, you’ll learn how Peggy combines copywriting with her love of fiction writing. 
She also shares her tips for how to get started with Fiverr when first connecting with clients.

Did you always know you wanted to become a writer? 

At first, I wanted to be an artist. Since I was a child, I’ve enjoyed the arts, but I always 
had my nose in a book. I wrote a play for my history class in the seventh grade, and my 
teacher was pretty impressed. I wrote so much that my parents bought me my first and 
only Brother typewriter. My senior year in high school, I remember wanting to write a 
novel. Unfortunately, life took over, and I didn’t write that first novel until I was 48.

You’ve written eight novels. What are they 
about? 

So far, I’ve only published historical fiction. I write 
under the pen name P.S. Bartlett. I’ve always been 
a history buff, having spent my childhood near 
two historical national parks — Fort McHenry and 
Federal Hill. They were my playgrounds. 

My first two novels are a series about an Irish im-
migrant family in the late 1800s. It’s a family drama 
with a paranormal twist. The other six are The 
Razor’s Adventures Pirate Tales. These are female-
driven stories told from deep within the authentic 
realities of pirate life, not the Disney version by far! 
The research was exhausting, but I loved it!

How did you get started in copywriting?

Seventeen years ago, I took a job working in sales Peggy with "her girls" (five of her six granddaughters).
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living the writer’s life (continued…)

for an office machine company. The company needed someone to take over the mar-
keting duties and the website. I raised my hand.

A couple of years ago, I started taking online classes to improve my writing skills and 
stumbled on copywriting. I thought, I already do that! However, I didn’t pursue it inde-
pendently until COVID hit. We were furloughed at work. I needed money, so I drew on 
my work and life experience and joined Fiverr.

What kinds of clients do you work with?

I’ve worked with clients from almost every continent on an array of subjects. My goal 
was to complete 100 jobs in a year. I did it within nine months. For now, I still work full-
time as a marketing director, so I’m well stocked on coffee and midnight oil!

I enjoy writing blogs and telling company stories the most. I avoid technical or medi-
cal writing. Pretty much everything else is measured job by job. I won’t take a job that 
doesn’t interest or inspire me. I tried once and regretted it.

What were the most significant factors that helped you be successful? 

Mostly, I write a lot. I’d have to say dedication, reading, and learning as much as I can. 
I use Skillshare, YouTube, books, and follow several successful copywriters online. I 
spend at least two–four hours a night, four–five nights a week either writing or learn-
ing something about copywriting. I’ve also taken on editing novels for other authors.

Let’s talk about getting clients. How do you get well-paying jobs on Fiverr?

Almost all of my steady clients have jumped from 
Fiverr. They needed someone to work with on assign-
ments that went beyond my Fiverr offerings. How-
ever, Fiverr’s been a great place to learn as you earn. I 
get to work with people from around the world, build 
my portfolio, and make money in the process. 

Unless you work on Fiverr full-time, making a lot of 
money isn’t going to happen, but it has helped, espe-
cially when I was furloughed. It also paid for my vaca-
tion in Playa del Carmen this year.

What’s your favorite thing about your writer’s life? 

Since copywriting is currently my second job, it takes 
up a lot of my time, but it doesn’t feel like a job to 
me. I have plenty of time for fun and my English dart 
league. I’ve taken three vacations this year, partly 
thanks to my copywriting income. But I don’t work 
when I have my granddaughters. They are my fun time!

What is your favorite novel, author, or genre? Why?

Oh, by far George R.R. Martin’s Song of Ice and Fire series. Historical fiction is my favor-
ite genre. The dragons, zombies, and incredible characters are just the cherry on top!

Peggy used money she earned from Fiverr clients  
to pay for a vacation in Playa Del Carmen, Mexico. 

Here, she's snorkeling in a cenote cave.
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living the writer’s life (continued…)

“I Swear, the Monkeys Are Taking Over the 
Island!”

Jason Gaspero loves the beaches, community, and food on his adopted island home 
of Koh Phangan in Thailand. Working as a financial copywriter, he gets his ideas for 

promotions while enjoying the beach and laughs about how the monkeys are taking over 
the island. If you’ve ever thought of living your writer’s life overseas, you’ll love this interview 
where we catch up with Jason — nine years after we first featured him on our pages!

You just landed your dream client. Tell us 
about it!

I was recently hired as a full-time copywriter 
for Strategic Profits. For me, this is a dream 
opportunity because I get to work directly 
with Rich Schefren, one of the most re-
spected internet marketing “gurus” in the 
business, and the rest of the Strategic Profits 
team. 

Right now, I’m helping promote a cutting-
edge resource called Steal Our Winner — 
which provides internet marketers, agency 
owners, online entrepreneurs, and service 
providers access to the best online business 
strategies and tactics that are working right 
now.

What’s it like living and working from Thailand? 

Living in Thailand is amazing, for so many reasons.

For starters, it’s got tropical scenery and warm, balmy year-round weather… world-
class beaches… lush-green jungles teeming with exotic wildlife… postcard-perfect 
sunsets… affordable prices… and, of course, the food!

It’s also ideal for a remote worker like myself that needs a few things sorted out in ad-
vance in order to get things done.

For example, we’ve now got fiber-optic internet access right here on Koh Phangan.

It’s blazing fast!

And as far as “setting up shop” in a place like Koh Phangan, it’s easier than ever to find 
out everything you need to know these days — thanks to all the Facebook “expat” 
groups that now exist.

Ask any questions, and usually within just a few minutes, you’ll get the lowdown on 
everything from where to live, where to eat, how to sort out a long-term visa, where to 
meet like-minded expats, and more.

Here’s Jason cruising around Bali on a motorbike.
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living the writer’s life (continued…)

Can you tell us more about the digital nomad community in Thailand?

I’m pretty sure I was the very first “digital nomad” when I first arrived here in January of 
2007. 

Koh Phangan is considered one of the best places in the world to be a digital nomad 
these days.

There are literally hundreds of digital nomads here now, doing everything from app 
development, course creation, programming, and more.

How do you think your adventurous attitude has helped you become a success-
ful writer?

I believe it’s super important to expose yourself to as much new stimuli as possible in 
order to generate a consistently fresh flow of “big ideas” you can use in promotions.

In fact, I’ve gotten some of my best and most lucrative ideas from the most random, 
“nonwriting” activities you could think of while traveling the world.

For example, I once got an idea from the cover of a surf magazine I was reading on 
the North Shore of Hawaii that beat a control by 200 percent. [Editor’s note: A “con-
trol” is the current, most successful piece of copy in a sales cycle to convert clicks to 
purchases.]

I got another idea that wound up making me well over $25,000 in royalties from a ran-
dom $9.99 Kindle book about living and working in Chiang Mai, Thailand.

TIP: The more you read, the more you’ll make!

What advice would you give to new writers who want to start writing from 
abroad?

A few things: Learn as much as you can about 
getting and keeping great clients. Also, try your 
best to stay in one place for a few weeks or even 
months (travel causes a lot of “decision fatigue” 
which gets in the way of doing your best writing).

Also, get your best work done in the morning, 
preferably as soon as you wake up, and don’t do 
more than 4.5 hours of “deep work” on any given 
day. After that, your brain will be toast.

I also recommend you take two days off every 
week, no matter what. Take care of your health. 
And then surround yourself with people smarter 
than you are, stay dialed in with what’s happen-
ing with your chosen niche or industry, and never, 
ever get complacent. Always maintain “beginner’s 
mind,” no matter how badass you may think you 
are. Finally, enjoy the journey. ¢

Jason exploring Fraser Island, Australia  
in a purpose-built 4WD vehicle.
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interview with a barefoot writer

“You can be the best writer in the world, 
and be more talented than Shakespeare 
or Hemingway, but if you don’t take 
action (and actually write), you’ll always 
be waiting for the day you can write.” 
— Guillermo Rubio, Copywriter and AWAI 
Copy Chief

By Mindy McHorse

Guillermo Rubio (or “G,” as we like to call him) first stepped onto the AWAI Bootcamp 
stage back in 2014. At the time, he had been working as a successful freelance 

copywriter for about five years. Despite being nervous about speaking to a room of 
around 400 people, G bravely stood up there to explain how new writers can use their 
fears as helpful guideposts to lead them toward their goals. 

Guillermo found his own success as a copywriter when he conquered his early fear of 
getting clients by boldly walking into the AWAI office 15 years ago. He presented some 
writing samples and declared, “I want to work with you guys!” After completing a spec 
assignment, G earned a coveted spot as an AWAI staff copywriter. From there, his skills 
and responsibilities mushroomed.

Today, Guillermo often works as an AWAI trainer and copy chief taking the lead on 
writing some of our biggest promotions. Outside of AWAI, he also helps business 
owners, coaches, and entrepreneurs get more clients and grow their revenue. His list 
of successes is long and impressive — he’s helped clients sell out coaching programs 
worth $258,000 total, brought in $1.2 million for another client in just 35 days, and even 
generated $172,709 from a single email!

In this interview, I talk with G about some of the greatest lessons he’s learned work-
ing under copywriting greats like Mark Ford, Clayton Makepeace, and Jedd Canty. He 
shares some of the top trends he sees taking off in the copywriting industry. Plus, you’ll 
love the behind-the-scenes peek at how one of AWAI’s great success stories structures 
his workday. I hope you enjoy this very special interview with one of our most respect-
ed writers.
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interview with a barefoot writer (continued…)

Tell us the story of how you got your first job as a copywriter.

I was living near AWAI’s offices at the time in Florida. I’d already gone through most of 
the Accelerated Program for Six-Figure Copywriting and decided I needed to “make it” as 
a copywriter.

So I spent most of the night writing a few sample articles, put them in a folder, and 
drove the next morning in a suit and tie to AWAI’s offices in Delray. 

I walked in, and to the first person I saw, blurted out, “I’m Guillermo, I’m a student of 
AWAI’s, and I want to work here as a copywriter.”

Katie Yeakle, executive director of AWAI, was in the back of the room. It looked like she 
was trying to stay busy so as not to make eye contact with me. I think she thought I was 
a solicitor or something — maybe like I was selling seafood from the back of a truck 
and came in to offer some for sale. 

I kept talking to the first person I’d seen (Jill Perri — AWAI’s purveyor of product), and 
eventually, Katie agreed to spend a few minutes talking to me in her office. 

She gave me a spec assignment and sent me on my way. I immediately went to work 
on it… turned it in, and then — nothing.

So, I followed up. Katie reviewed my submission and was impressed enough to give me 
another spec assignment — this time a little more involved. 

Again, I turned it in. And nothing. So I followed up. That’s when Katie reviewed it and 
again was impressed enough to invite me to come to that year’s Bootcamp (2006). 

There I met her again and landed a 
paid assignment to write a sales letter. 
After I turned that in, it impressed her 
and the team enough that I received 
an offer to work as their first in-house 
writer. 

That’s a true testament to your 
determination! And a good lesson 
on the importance of following 
up with potential clients, since 
you never know how many specs 
they’re sorting through or how 
many queries they’re buried under. 

Yeah. That’s the case for a lot of 
clients. 

But it was about five years be-
tween the time you first learned 
about copywriting and the time 
you got up the nerve to walk into 

Guillermo and his wife, Feather, visited the Byodo-In Temple  
in Oahu, Hawaii. They were able to take Feather’s parents  

along with them on this once-in-a-lifetime trip.
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interview with a barefoot writer (continued…)

the AWAI offices, right? What prompted 
you to finally take action?

Being sick and tired of being sick and tired. I 
was working three jobs at the time, trying to 
make ends meet. So I’d finally had enough. 

Had you always been interested in writ-
ing? Was there another profession you 
were hoping to pursue? 

Nope, I was never interested in writing prior 
to learning about copywriting. In fact, Eng-
lish was my worst subject in school. 

I’ve always wanted to make a career out of 
music, and am currently working toward 
that goal. 

What do you play? Do you compose as 
well? 

I played trumpet for about 12 years, starting in 
middle school. And I played in jazz and sym-
phonic bands up to the college level. While 
in high school, I learned guitar and bass, and 
played in a classic rock cover band and then 
did a short stint with a punk rock and ska band. 

Currently, I’m just playing guitar and piano. 
As far as music, I am writing electronic music 
and pop. 

What similarities do you see between a career in music and a career in writing?

The biggest similarity is that it’s all about your audience — and whom you’re writing to. 

As a songwriter or music producer, you only have a few seconds to get your listener’s 
attention, just like a headline in copywriting. From there, you also need a good “hook” 
or chorus, which can be likened to finding the right “big idea” for your promotion. 

And ideally, your song will “speak” to your listener in terms of its lyrical content. It will 
show the singer “understands” what the listener might be going through right now.

You’ve talked before about having a naturally introverted personality. What 
techniques have worked for you, that you can recommend to other introverted 
writers, in terms of getting out there to connect with clients and land jobs? 

I wish there were some sort of magic secret, but there isn’t. As the great book by Dr. 
Susan Jeffers says, “Feel the fear and do it anyway” — there is no other way. You just 
have to push past that fear and reach out with clients — do so by email, or LinkedIn… 
or attend conferences where you can meet them in person. 

Guillermo and Feather took a cooking class in Savannah, 
Georgia, during one of their anniversary trips.
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interview with a barefoot writer (continued…)

You’ve been mentored by greats like Mark Ford, Clayton Makepeace, and Jedd 
Canty… What are some out-of-the-box lessons you learned from them that apply 
to the way you approach writing today? 

Pay attention to detail — everything matters. Your word choice. How long your sen-
tences are. How specific you’re being. How your copy flows from one idea to the next. 
What bits of research you choose to include and why.

Also, have a purpose behind 
everything you write. Why 
did you use one word over 
another? Why one piece of 
research over another? Why 
did you order the bullets the 
way you did? Why is the price 
presented the way it is? 

If you can’t answer these kinds 
of questions, you need to slow 
down and put some inten-
tionality behind what you’re 
doing. 

You still write a lot of pro-
mos, but you’ve also gravi-
tated toward email writ-
ing… What about email do 
you find appealing? 

They force you to think a lot, making you a better writer. That’s because you have to 
decide what to say and what to leave out — since you’re not working with a lot of 
“room.” For example, you probably don’t want to write an eight-page email. Usually, 
they’ll be 100–800 words or so. 

Would you consider it a good place for new writers to start out?

Yes, email is a great place for a new writer to start, since practically every good client 
you’ll want to work with does email marketing and needs emails on a consistent and 
almost predictable basis. 

Back when you got started in copywriting, the options were mostly limited to 
direct-response sales letters and B2B writing. What are your thoughts on the cur-
rent landscape of writing opportunities? 

I think there are more opportunities than ever before for writers. In fact, so many it’s over-
whelming. I think it was easier back then because you didn’t have so many choices — so 
it made it way easier to focus. 

Do you think writers will have more options in the future? 

I think opportunities for great writers will only continue to increase — mainly because 

Guillermo (left), Feather, and Ricky, one of Guillermo’s brothers, re-create a 
favorite family tradition of tubing in Park City, Utah, the day after Christmas.
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interview with a barefoot writer (continued…)

the one thing that can’t be automated or given to an AI to do is authentic, human com-
munication. Certain kinds of content and even marketing copy can already be created 
using artificial intelligence. But genuine human communication, like conveying ideas 
and emotions in a way that creates a deep connection — cannot be outsourced. 

And I do believe that marketing is headed toward being more of this kind of authentic 
and transparent communication. 

You often work as an AWAI trainer and copy chief. What are some of the trends 
you see among members trying to get their careers off the ground? 

The biggest trend I see is not paying attention to detail and not following instructions. 
If a client requests an email that’s no more than 150 words, don’t send in an email with 
200 words and a long explanation of why you couldn’t stay under 150 words. If a client 
tells you to use a certain font, or a certain sign-off for the email you’re writing for them, 
do it. They won’t want to hire someone who can’t follow basic instructions. 

Also, I hate to remind folks of this, but a prospective client doesn’t care about you and 
the fact that you’re trying to get your career off the ground. Which means approaching 
them in a “give me” way, where you are asking something from them (like, “Hey — I’m 
a copywriter — can you give me a job?”), is a big mistake. 

Instead, use the principles of persuasive writ-
ing you’re learning. It’s all about your pros-
pect and “what’s in it for them.” So approach 
them accordingly and give value, as opposed 
to asking for something right off the bat. 

What can writers do to improve their 
chances of paid writing success sooner 
rather than later? 

Make sure your skills are up to par. Make sure 
you can write the kinds of emails or content 
or sales letters and so forth that your client 
would want and expect. Try writing an email 
and compare it with the kinds of emails your 
prospective client sends out. Are they similar 
in tone? voice? word choices? length? ideas? 
benefits? 

If they’re vastly different, chances are you 
need to go back to the drawing board before 
reaching out. 

What does a typical day look like for you in terms of writing work, breaks, and 
food?

I’m working toward having a more structured schedule, but currently my average day 
looks like this: 

Guillermo took time out for a fun excursion in Miami Beach  
in the midst of his move from Florida to California.
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interview with a barefoot writer (continued…)

Wake up. Go to the gym. Walk on the beach with my wife — we still live here in South-
ern California. Come back and start writing for about two–four hours. I will say that I 
use a timer when I write, called the Pomodoro (tomato) method. Twenty-five minutes 
of focus and five-minute break. 

How do you take advantage of the freedom and flexibility you have as a 
copywriter?

Currently, it’s allowed me to travel to see family and be there for them during tough 
times. 

What are common traps for aspiring Barefoot Writers? 

Waiting and waiting until someone declares 
you a writer. Only you can do that. You’ve got 
to decide you’re a writer and then start writ-
ing and reaching out to clients. 

It’s very much unlike school or college where 
there’s a “graduation” date where now you’re 
officially recognized as having expertise in 
some kind of area of study. No one will come 
by and say, “You are now ready to go out 
there and be a full-time writer.” This is the big-
gest trap and also the hardest one to avoid, 
because it’s scary to appoint yourself as a 
writer and go out there and land clients. But 
it’s the way it goes. 

That’s absolutely true. There’s no formal 
rite of passage, so to speak, when you de-
cide to pursue a writing career. You really 
just do it. 

Of course. And you’ll always be working on honing your craft, getting better, etc. 
But don’t wait till you’re perfect and know everything under the sun before you get 
started. 

What are your top book recommendations for those who want to make writing 
their lifestyle career? 

Just one recommendation, so as not to overwhelm: The Slight Edge by Jeff Olson. 

Mainly because making writing your lifestyle is about taking action consistently (really, 
daily). You can be the best writer in the world, and be more talented than Shakespeare 
or Hemingway, but if you don’t take action (and actually write), you’ll always be waiting 
for the day you can write. Don’t let that happen, and start now, where you can — even 
if the steps you can take feel insignificant right now. ¢

G and Feather enjoy lots of outdoor activities  
and vacations, shown here riding ATVs at  
Kualoa Ranch in Honolulu County, Hawaii.
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featured essay

New Writer and Don’t 
Know Where to Start?  
Do This… 

By Guillermo Rubio

I can still remember when I first learned that you could make a great income as a 
copywriter…

It was so exciting…

I imagined the endless possibilities of writing while traveling… having the freedom 
and flexibility I craved… and the ability to steer my own ship.

And here’s the thing —

Back then, in early 2002, copywriting wasn’t mainstream like it is now.

So the path for me to take was very straightforward.

I could choose to

a) write direct-response sales letters

or

b) go into business-to-business writing (B2B).

I was a college dropout with zero “corporate” experience. So B2B seemed out of the 
question for me.

So I picked writing sales letters, diligently studied The Accelerated Program for Six-Figure 
Copywriting, and have added to my skill set since then.

Today, however, new and aspiring copywriters don’t have it so easy.

Because the path isn’t as clear-cut as it was 19 years ago. Nowadays, the options are 
endless!
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featured essay (continued…)

You can choose to write sales letters… do SEO copywriting… write chatbot scripts… 
focus on case studies or white papers… handle social media… and more.

And although this is great because there’s so much opportunity…

The downside is that it can be over-
whelming and keep you from choosing.

Instead, you end up spinning your wheels 
and not making any real progress toward 
your dream of the writer’s life.

That’s why I want to help out — and give 
you a simple path to follow.

You see…

In my opinion, there’s one skill every 
writer should learn — especially writers 
who are just starting out.

Because with this one skill, the sky’s truly 
the limit.

You can use it to create a great full-time income for yourself…

Or you can use it to get your foot in the door with new clients…

Or you can use it to create “spare time” income. Just take two to four hours each week 
to “work,” and you could be making an extra $3,000 or more per month.

You can even use it to land lucrative retainer deals with your clients. Without having to 
write traditional long-form sales letters or anything like that.

So, what is this skill?

Email writing!

Here’s why I think it’s a “must-have” skill…

1. Everybody checks their email.

A recent study from HubSpot found that 99 percent of consumers reported checking 
their email every day.

More than half admitted to checking it more than ten times per day!

That’s more than can be said for social media or any other marketing channel.

2. Emails are effective at generating new customers.

Email is a very personal medium. That’s because if you decide to read an email…

… the person or business who sent it has your undivided attention.

So it’s no surprise…

McKinsey & Company reports that email is 40 times more effective at helping business-
es bring in new customers than Facebook and Twitter — combined.
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Mind-boggling.

Especially when you consider those social media platforms have billions of users.

3. Email is the most profitable marketing channel.

Studies from the Direct Marketing Association show that for every $1 spent on social 
media, businesses get back, on average, a measly $1.17.

Not a lot of reward, in exchange for a ton 
of risk.

Contrast that to email marketing…

For every $1 spent, businesses get back on 
average $38!

That’s nearly 38 times better.

So that’s the first good reason for learning 
to write effective marketing emails…

Businesses of all shapes and sizes use it — 
because it works!

Next…

The other reason is that email is a skill you 
can get under your belt fast.

I mean — just think back to the past few days. How many emails have you written and 
sent out?

Chances are, many.

So it’s not something that’s unfamiliar to you.

Which is why you can “pick up” this skill pretty quickly.

Plus, writing a marketing email is far from rocket science. You just need three things:

 l A subject line. Obvious, right? Your subject line gets the reader to want to open 
and read your email.

 l Body copy. This is the main “idea” of your email and communicates the message 
you want to get across.

 l A clear call to action. This is where you get the reader to click on a link. Typically 
to go read a sales letter… get a free report or gift… complete their order… etc.

If you can do those three simple things, you can write a marketing email.

And guess what?

The majority of emails you’ll craft as an email writer are just 250–500 words.

And you can get paid anywhere from $100 to $350 or more per email.
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What’s more, clients typically need way more than just one email (I mean, just take a 
look at the emails you get from businesses in your inbox).

Say you charge $200 an email (not unreasonable) and a client needs 10 emails.

That’s a $2,000 payday for you, in exchange for a few hours of writing.

It’s why a six-figure income for email writers isn’t out of the question. In fact, email writ-
ing is one of the skills I decided to master (after learning to write sales letters).

Because of it, I make a six-figure income just from writing emails for clients.

4 Steps to Take Right Now
I hope by now you see why I think email is such a great skill for new writers.

But I don’t want to leave you hanging.

Here are four steps you can take right now to get this skill under your belt (and even 
potentially land your first client):

Action Item 1. Sign up for email lists.

Open a new email account (Gmail or Yahoo!). Then find a few companies you like. 
They can be in markets you’re passionate or love learning about.

See if they offer a free newsletter or guide or gift in exchange for your email ad-
dress. Then go ahead and give them the email address you just opened.

In a few days’ time, you’ll have a smorgasbord of marketing emails you can start 
reading and studying.

Action Item 2. “Hardwire” the skills.

After you’ve taken some time to read 
and study the emails you’re getting, 
it’s time to roll up your sleeves and get 
to work.

Pick a couple of the emails you found 
interesting or entertaining, or that 
made you want to click on whatever 
they were selling.

Now set aside some time to write 
them out by hand. This will help you 
“hardwire” the tone and pace of writ-
ing an effective marketing email into 
your brain and body.

Action Item 3. Practice, practice, practice.

After a few days of writing out emails by hand, try rewriting and improving upon 
some of the emails.
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Give it your best shot and see if you can create an effective subject line. See if you 
can improve upon the body copy and give it more excitement and oomph.

And see if you can make the call to action even more irresistible.

Action Item 4. Reach out.

Now that you’ve taken the time to rewrite some emails, consider sending your 
newly created “samples” to the marketing manager of the company whose emails 
you rewrote.

They are a perfect client for you.

Let them know how much you like their products and services, and that you took 
the liberty to write a few emails for one of their products. Invite them to look them 
over and then talk further if they’re interested in getting some more help with their 
email marketing.

This part might be a little scary, but it could land you a client just like that!

So if you’re a new writer, why not give email writing a try?

It’s a fast and straightforward path to the writer’s life. It’s pretty simple to learn how to 
do. And there are a ton of potential clients out there.

Give these action steps a try… and you’ll soon see why this is such a great skill to have! ¢

the barefoot writing challenge
Choose one guiding word to steer you toward your paid writ-
ing goals for the coming year, and explain why you chose it. 

A check for $100 will be awarded to the winning writer! 

Send entries to contest@barefootwriter.com by midnight ET on January 18. 

Please submit entries as a Microsoft Word attachment and limit your essay to 500 words or fewer.

Congratulations to Anna Westfall for winning the December Bare-
foot Writing Challenge! Here’s a glimpse at her essay:

Admittedly, this is one of the things that drew me to copywriting 
30 years later when I started to receive emails about AWAI. I read 
about the overnight successes and how people like me were raking 
in six figures doing a job they loved. My eyes glossed over with stars, 
and my dreams were filled with visions of writing from a sailboat in 
Mexico just like Keith Trimels. 

Click here to go to the Barefoot Writing Winners Page and read her 
inspiring story. 
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barefoot writing opportunity

The Top 5 Satisfying, In-Demand, 
and Paid Writing Opportunities 
for 2022… and Beyond!

By Mindy McHorse

What a year that last one was! We’re still navigating a global pandemic… adapting 
to the “new normal”… and constantly rediscovering our priorities in life. It’s a lot 

to face, and you should be proud of yourself just for showing up every day.

Yet, despite all the change, one area has continued to flourish like never before — free-
lance writing.

Every business is more focused online… people are using technology in ways they 
never did before… and human connection is now more important than ever. 

And it all amounts to a veritable explosion of opportunities for writers like yourself!

There truly has never been a better time to dive into the wide world of freelance writ-
ing, and here are five opportunities the team here at Barefoot Writer thinks will con-
tinue to grow in the new year and beyond…

Give Voice to Videos
Raise your hand if you’ve spent more time in front of a screen this last year than ever 
before.

If you did, you’re absolutely not alone. Over 85 percent of people across the world are 
using the internet these days. And they generally spend 100 minutes watching video 
each day.

More screen time overall means more opportunities for businesses to get their prod-
ucts and services in front of new customers. Which amounts to more video… and 
translates to more video scripts.
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These gigs pay pretty darn well. We’re talking around $2,500 for less than 10 pages of a 
script. And you don’t need a ton of experience to get started.

One Barefoot Writer, Patrick, had just started his freelance writing journey when he 
came across his first opportunity in scriptwriting. He was offered a role in a short com-
mercial with a company he had previously worked with as an actor. When he asked to 
see the script, they said they didn’t have one!

So, he offered to write it for them. Even though he had never done it before.

Long and short, he did the research he needed to do to figure out formatting and 
structure, applied his existing writing know-how, and turned in a script the client loved.

Not only that, but it turned out to be a resounding success, getting over 16,000 views 
and helping raise more than $300,000 for the product.

I can name countless stories like this with other writers (who aren’t actors!). It’s all about 
recognizing the value of scriptwriting and putting yourself out there as someone who 
can do it.

Of course, this isn’t the only opportunity the internet boon has opened up. Old staples 
of freelance writing are seeing a renaissance. Especially the backbone of web writing…

Outsmart the Robots
SEO writing is writing for search engine optimization — basically, making it so a web-
site ranks higher in Google searches. It’s been relevant for as long as search engines 
have existed.

You would think after all these years that 
SEO would lose its impact, but it’s quite 
the opposite. Competition online is fiercer 
than ever before, and users have a higher 
demand for authenticity.

That means canned ads, robotic writing, 
and all the other “tricks” web-based com-
panies used to use to land high on search 
engines don’t work anymore. They need au-
thentic, persuasive writing that also boosts 
search engine rankings.

And that’s where SEO writers come in!

If you can provide your clients with this kind of writing, you can easily earn up to $750 
per page of web copy. Most websites have a bare minimum of five pages, and more 
often they have a lot more than that. So, we’re talking thousands of dollars from one 
project.

This skill also applies to every business with a web presence on the planet. Which 
means there is absolutely no shortage of prospective clients out there for you to work 
with.
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It also can help with many of the other opportunities we’re talking about here. Particu-
larly this next one (which is great for writers who prefer less sales-driven writing…).

Write for Voracious Readers & Researchers
You may have noticed just how much content we have here at Barefoot Writer. Blog 
posts, free downloadable reports, infographics… not to mention the articles in the 
magazine you’re reading right now!

That’s just the tip of the iceberg of what we do. 
Now, imagine that multiplied by all the busi-
nesses out there with an online presence.

According to the Content Marketing Institute, 
nine out of 10 companies in North America use 
content marketing. Around 60 percent of those 
businesses are increasing their content budgets 
this year. Which means we’re looking at a total 
of around $135 billion spent by the end of the 
year on content alone.

Content comes in many shapes and forms: One 
client may need a weekly blog post… another 
may need articles for a publication… possibly 
even a monthly newsletter. The sky is the limit.

As a content writer, you can get a piece of that pie by being the one to help them 
maximize their budget. It’s perfectly normal to earn anywhere from $2,000 to $5,000 a 
month to develop a host of short pieces of content. And that’s just for one client.

The best part is, there’s so much variety in the kinds of projects you can work on, it’ll 
never become stale. You can expand your services with a handful of clients… add a 
new project type to your portfolio… or choose to focus on a new industry you’ve been 
dying to learn about. 

Beyond that, much like many of the other opportunities we’ve mentioned here, con-
tent writing works well in conjunction with other skills and services. Particularly this 
next one, which has become the great connector throughout the last few years…

Entertain Online Friends
If there’s one place that’s seen a bigger boom than any other in the last couple of years, 
it’s social media. When all of us were physically apart, social media helped keep us 
together.

As such, businesses have been going out of their way to get their share of social media 
subscribers. Over 90 percent of companies in the United States use social media. Even 
more impressive for such a young industry is that it’s a $61 billion industry — and 
growing! 

It’s also not just a young person’s game… For example Haley Fox is a 51-year-old 
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mother of three who posts all about lifestyle hacks and her personal skin care routine. 
She now has collaborations with major brands like Target and Kroger.

That may seem “pie in the sky,” but the point is that social media is for everyone. So 
why not capitalize on it, since you’re likely using it anyway?

Most social media projects include creating and sharing short, fun posts on a regular 
basis. Because social media is a 24/7 platform, businesses need writers/marketers like 
you to keep on top of it.

You could realistically make anywhere from $750 to $3,000 a month keeping a social 
media calendar for one client. This means, say, planning out Facebook and Instagram 
posts for a local Italian restaurant for a month. Perhaps posting photos of menu items, 
captions of customer reviews, and the like…

All of which can be done in a matter of hours from your smartphone!

So, if you enjoy the freedom of life as a freelancer with the predictability of a full-time 
position… social media is a terrific opportunity to dive into. And it would only be 
enhanced by the next and last opportunity we’re sharing with you… because it truly is 
the skill that serves all other skills here.

The Golden Egg of All Writing
The skill set on which the American Writers & Artists Institute and The Barefoot Writer 
were founded is still one of the biggest opportunities in writing out there.

As you may already know, direct-response copywriting is persuasive writing that gets 
a buyer to act right away. This has most commonly appeared in the form of direct-mail 
sales letters. Think Omaha Steaks or an invitation from a credit card company for a 
fancy new card.

To this day, these still show up in your mailbox, 
because when they are successful, they gener-
ate huge income streams for a business. And, of 
course, the writer gets a solid share as well.

We’re talking big up-front fees for you — easily 
in the thousands of dollars — and then any-
where from 2 percent to 5 percent of royalties 
(or commissions) on sales.

For example, let’s say you write a direct-response sales letter that makes $500,000 in 
sales. You charge $5,000 up front to write it and you receive 5 percent of the sales, so 
an extra $25,000 on top of that.

That’s now $30,000 for one project. And this is on the low end.

Since the letter you wrote is successful, chances are the client will use it again. Every 
time it runs, you still receive that 5 percent of sales. So, you make another $20,000 on 
the second run. Maybe $10,000 on the third.

That’s now $60,000 for one letter. Not bad, right?

There’s nothing quite like 
making sales commissions 
without having to talk to 
anyone.
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Back in the day, these letters, sent via snail mail, were the only way to make that kind of 
money. Now, direct-response copy can be applied digitally as well. That means you can 
create a sales page for a website… develop an email series leading to a sale… work on 
landing pages for websites… The sky is the limit!

Anything you create has the potential to generate not only high fees, but commissions. 
There’s nothing quite like making sales commissions without having to talk to anyone.

Beyond that, the principles of good persuasive copy are helpful in any writing you 
do. You can write better proposals for grants… write more compelling content… and 
create more engaging social media posts. It’s truly the backbone of all good freelance 
writing.

It’s just a matter of taking a little time to hone your skills and develop that foundation.

An Ocean of Opportunity
With a global pandemic that 
changed the way we live… how 
we work… and how we com-
municate… it’s clear we are all 
moving toward a “new normal” 
where we start prioritizing the 
things most important to us in 
life.

That’s why now is absolutely the 
best time to leap into the realm 
of freelance writing. You have 
the power to create the life of 
your dreams right now because 
there are more opportunities 
than ever before. All it really 
takes is putting yourself out 
there to get started.

As we like to say here at Barefoot Writer, you can say you’ll be a writer “one day”… or 
you can make today your “day one.” Why not start your new year off right by going 
after your dreams? We’re rooting for you! ¢

Editor’s Note: If you’re looking for that first important step to take to launch your paid 
writing career, look no further than The AWAI Method for Becoming a Skilled, In-Demand 
Copywriter. You’ll discover the principles on which the Barefoot Writer community was 
built, including the most up-to-date strategies, insights, and teaching methods with 
the tried-and-true copywriting fundamentals so you can take on ANY project.
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become a better writer

Win Over Your Avatar 
by Talking Her Talk!

By Heather Belisle

Remember when your mom said, “It’s not what you say, it’s how you say it”? Nothing 
is truer when it comes to writing compelling content for your target market. 

The words you choose and how you frame them determines the connection you make, 
right out of the gate. 

As far as I’m concerned, nothing is a faster turnoff than receiving an email that speaks 
to someone other than me. It’s clear from the word choices that the sender doesn’t 
know me or care how I process information:

 l It’s written in a way that doesn’t jibe with how I talk.

 l The emotional appeal misses on all levels because they aren’t connecting with me.

 l It’s too formal or informal for our relationship. 

In any case, that email is going straight to the trash bin.

When it comes to writing compelling copy that connects with the reader, you want 
your words to say, “I get you. I’ve been you. I’m here for you. We aren’t much different, 
you and me.” 

(Sure, I know it’s you and I. But sometimes you have to meet people on a friendlier level. 🙂)

Imagine you are sitting with your avatar on the front porch on a nice Saturday after-
noon. In essence through your research, she has basically poured her heart out to you. 

You know the pain that keeps her up at night… You know what she’s tried and the cur-
rent level of product awareness… You have insights into who she’s talked to and who 
she trusts… You know where she’s been and where she wants to go.

In essence, you know more about your avatar than you do your own mom.
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Now it’s your turn to talk. You know what you’re going to say, but have you thought 
about how you’re going to say it? 

Your avatar will connect instantly when you choose the right words, tone, tempo, and 
mood that resonates with her right now: 

1. Words — Choose words the avatar uses — slang, contractions, dangling parti-
ciples, and so on. You want her to read the message and feel connected. 

For example, if you’re writing health copy, why say “eliminate bowels with ease” 
when you can say “poop freely”? 

It’s 100 percent okay to break from convention and speak to her where she is. 

2. Tone — Coming on too hard or too soft with empathy and compassion can be a 
deal breaker. You have to know when to let your avatar wallow in her safe space and 
when to give her a kick in the pants… When to turn up the fear tactics and when to 
lend her your strength. 

Choosing the right tone keeps the avatar reading and eventually buying. Choosing 
the wrong tone lands your message like a big stink bomb. 

3. Tempo — The pace of your message is 
incredibly important. Have you ever had 
someone come up on you fast and get right 
in your face to blurt out a quick question? 
You stand there shell-shocked for a minute 
while your fight-or-flight instincts kick in.

Or the person who talks… so… slowly. Tak-
ing… forever… to… get… to… the… point. 
By now I’m bored into a coma and not the 
least bit interested in what’s being said.

Your tempo is your dance. Your words should 
flow with movement and purpose so that 
you engage, move through the messaging, 
and bring it to a conclusion at the right pace.

4. Mood — Knowing where your avatar is mentally and emotionally is huge. Does 
she have the “woe is me, I can never win” syndrome? Use strong social proof that 
resonates with her situation. She is likely to believe someone who used to be her 
but isn’t anymore because of your solution. 

It’s good to acknowledge her feelings, but don’t validate them. Just coax her to 
another mindset, using a compelling story and strong social proof. Segmenting your 
market across moods will allow you to customize your “uplifting” message to what 
your avatar needs to hear. 

Just remember… Your words are the “presentation” of your messaging… and we all 
know that “presentation” is everything. Here’s to happy writing! ¢
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The One Person Who Can 
Stall Your Writing Dream

By Holly Rhoton

Are you sitting at your “day job” wishing you were in your home office writing? That 
day job pays your bills and gives you security. I get it. I used to be there myself. I 

worked a day job at a hospital for more than 16 years. 

It was a good job with steady pay and good benefits. But it’s not where I felt I was 
meant to be. 

Know what I mean?

Working there was starting to feel like dying a little on the inside each day. It wasn’t the 
job, it wasn’t the people, it just felt off. Like I was wasting potential. 

Stop and Listen to That Nudge…
I know that because when I’m writing, I feel like me. Like the person I really am, deep 
down at the core of my soul. I lose track of time while writing. I pour out pieces of my 
heart through my words. 

And when something I write moves someone… there’s no greater feeling in this world 
to me.

Can you relate? Do you feel lit up while writing? Does it bring you joy to string words 
together like an art form? 

You come up with clever new ways to say things, or for the reader to feel things. Emo-
tion poured out into written words to be read by someone else. 
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And that someone else will feel something when they read the words you wrote. You 
aren’t just a writer, you’re an emotion generator. 

And it feels magical, and powerful.

If you know what I mean, maybe you were meant to write. If you feel that continuous 
nudge to write, maybe it’s time you listened. 

Can You Turn Love into Profit? 
Absolutely. 

It may feel weird to get paid for doing 
something you love. Like a fairy tale. After 
all, people make money doing work. Work 
they tolerate. Work is work because that’s 
how it feels. You can’t make money doing 
something you love. 

… Right?

I disagree. In fact, I think the more you 
love something, the easier it is to make 
money at it. You can feel the love a writer 
has for their craft when you read it. If they 
didn’t love it, you wouldn’t be inspired to 
love it either. You wouldn’t enjoy reading 
it. It would provoke no emotion, no joy, 
no spark. 

If the things we talked about before are true for you, you were meant to be a writer. 
And if you’re meant to be a writer, if some divine force gifted you with the talent and 
the desire to write, who could possibly stop you?

Really. Consider that for a minute. This talent came from somewhere. You wouldn’t 
have it for no reason. 

So, it’s logical to assume, regardless of your beliefs about where the gift came from, 
that you’re supposed to do something with it. 

And if you’ve been given a purpose, and that purpose is to write, who can stand in your 
way?

Spoiler Alert: The Only One in Your Way Is You 
The path ahead isn’t full of people standing in your way. They aren’t lined up to keep 
you from your dream. They aren’t poised to throw tomatoes at you while yelling insults. 

Even the clients that say no and don’t offer you a project aren’t trying to stop you.

Actually, they might be trying to help you. To challenge you or help you grow. Just 
because you’re meant to do something doesn’t mean it’ll be served up to you on fancy 
china without a bit of work. You have to work for it.
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There’ll be challenges. It’ll be hard. People will tell you no. They may not like what you 
wrote. 

But you can’t let that stop you. The challenges are there to help you grow. 

Maybe you aren’t good enough yet. That doesn’t mean you quit. It means you keep 
working at it until you are good enough.

You’re on a mission to fulfill your life’s purpose. No one can stand in your way. It’s just a 
matter of putting in the work and being persistent.

Keep writing and keep trying. When you have a “never quit” attitude, people will see it 
and want to help. The doors will open. 

Remember: You get only one shot at living your life. Do the thing that feels magical. Do 
the thing you were meant to do.

You’re the only one capable of standing in your own way. It’s time to move. ¢

The fastest route to online copywriting success
With nearly 1 billion websites (according to Netcraft’s May 2012 Web Survey) and thousands of 
new ones being added each day, the demand for qualified web writers is pretty much unlimited. 
And Wealthy Web Writer will help you get there.

Our mission is simple: To provide you with a roadmap for your online writing career. To edu-
cate, support, and guide you, every step of the way … to inspire and motivate you and provide 
you with the tools, resources, and ongoing education you need to excel and prosper in this excit-
ing industry of ours.

Wealthy Web Writer gives you an ongoing, growing resource that will help you stay on the cut-
ting edge as a web writer. 

Become a Wealthy Web Writer platinum member, and you’ll enjoy a broad range of benefits, 
including:

• Strategic roadmaps to help guide you in your online career 
•  Articles, blogs, webinars and teleconferences from experts who teach you what’s working, 

what’s not, and what’s new in your niche
• Timely answers to all your questions 
• A six month step-by-step plan to becoming a six-figure web writer 
• A comprehensive pricing guide 
• A place to meet, get to know, and talk shop with fellow web writers

To learn more, visit www.wealthywebwriter.com.
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The 4 Powerful Attitudes You 
Need to Jump-Start Your  
Writing Business This Year

By Fadila Ali

One important thing most beginning writers (myself included) seem to miss when 
you decide to become a freelance writer is the reality that you’re also signing up 

for the role of business owner. It looks something like this:

You know you love to write…

You can’t shake off your excitement at the kind of money you could be making…

You’re beyond-the-sky determined to take whatever course — and read whatever 
book — necessary to make this dream life possible…

Yet, somehow, your mind completely skips the reality that you’re also becoming an 
entrepreneur… and that your success requires more than writing effectively. 

Smile if you can relate…

… The Thinking Woman?
Do you know the famous sculpture Le Penseur — The Thinker — by French sculptor 
Auguste Rodin? 

That was me just three months ago when I realized that there’s more to the money-
making side of copywriting… and that’s the business side. 

Somehow, I’d dumbly anticipated that mastering the writing skill was the height of it. 
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build a better business (continued…)

The fact that I’d be running an actual business never really “stood out” to me. 

Of course, I knew I had to make money somehow…

 But I never deeply considered the realities of being a business owner: figuring out an 
accounting system, client calls, effective time management, and so on.

It was my first business, after all… which meant I felt confused, lost, afraid, inad-
equate — and stupid. 

Brace Yourself for Yet Another Joyride 
Eventually, I asked myself the all-important question:

How do I get people to pay me for this skill?

Here’s what I now realize that question should’ve been:

How do I present myself in the most valuable 
way — to those who need me?

Whether you create a LinkedIn profile, 
website, cold email pitch, spec article… 
anything —

You’ve got to go in value-first… and not the 
other way around.

You might be excited about how awesome 
your skills are… but truly, clients are fo-
cused only on how you can help them… so 
make that your mission from the get-go.

The Equation for Copywriting Business Success
To succeed, you need this: a positive mindset + a fiercely consistent process + an un-
killable appetite for learning. 

With that said, here are four powerful attitudes to augment that equation… and to 
avoid screwing up your success (as I almost did) from the start. 

1. Run away from complacence.
Never be satisfied until you’re hitting your desired income. 

It’s easy to relax when you score your first paying client…

And although this is great news, it can be counterproductive if you slow your efforts. 

Your goal is to keep grinding until you’ve secured a steady flow of nicely paying 
projects. 

Then you can breathe. 

2. Uncertainty is scary, but your skills are in demand. 
If you’re not yet getting the kind of paid work you really want… the uncertainty of it 
can put you in a chokehold.
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build a better business (continued…)

But remember, if you’re a copywriter… you’re always needed. 

In fact, you’ll find that the more you put yourself out there… the more your uncertainty 
will wilt away. 

3. Embrace patience. 
Time is ingrained into everything we do. Overnight success is not a reality.

If you don’t give things time, you’ll get frustrated, and when you get frustrated, you 
can’t think clearly enough to make progress in your business. 

Consider this quote by William Shakespeare: “How poor are they who have not pa-
tience! What wound did ever heal but by degrees?” 

4. Make some noise.
Michal Eisikowitz was once a newbie copywriter who turned to LinkedIn to get noticed.

She consistently posted simple but helpful and relevant content that garnered a large 
following. 

The result? 

More clients and a fantastic monthly income of $15K… That’s a succulent $180,000 a 
year! 

You don’t have to do exactly what Michal did. You can find your own way. 

Just “get active” with your skills… and do so consistently. 

The Best Approach? Free Tips from  
Those Who’ve Come Before You

I made some seriously dumb mistakes in my early business days — like crafting an 
ocean’s worth of words for an email pitch… and complaining about dead silence only a 
week after sending them. 

Luckily, with the right help, you can avoid many unnecessary pitfalls on the road to 
success. 

This is a good place to start — with 
AWAI’s free Inside AWAI webinar 
on How to Make Your First $1K as a 
Freelance Writer. They cover every-
thing from the best paid projects to 
get you started quickly to how to get 
clients to say yes and how to build 
from there. 

Remember… you need not take this 
life-changing walk alone. ¢
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ask AWAI

As managing partners of AWAI, Katie Yeakle and 
Rebecca Matter have guided, motivated, and 
celebrated thousands of Barefoot Writers over 
the years. Got a question for them?  
Send it here: info@barefootwriter.com

Q: I’m not much of a planner, but I have big goals for growing my writing 
business in 2022. What system do you recommend for staying on track for 

someone who’s not naturally super-focused or organized? 

Katie Yeakle: Before I give you tips on planning, I want you to consider that 
planning for success in your writing career may feel very different from the 
to-do lists and schedules of any past job you’ve had, or even in day-to-day 
activities.

That’s because when you choose to follow a specific path, and have complete 
control over your direction, the simple satisfaction you get from it can make 
a lot of the to-do’s feel less like work and more like something fun or invigo-
rating. After all, you’re not just here to fulfill a checklist of duties… You’re 

here to build your own customized writer’s life. 

Start by committing to your goals on paper. If you can write down a big five-year goal, 
and then a three-year goal, a one-year goal, a six-month goal, and a one-month goal, 
you’ll naturally be breaking down some of the steps you need to take to move forward 
(which means you’ll be planning, but it won’t feel like planning). Breaking your goals 
into small, manageable tasks and ticking the tasks off as you go helps you stay on track 
and keep a clearer mind. 

Other nonplanning ways to stay focused include connecting with others who can 
help keep you moving toward your goals (such as those in our private members-only 
Facebook group), practicing gratitude for what you’ve achieved so far, giving yourself 
small rewards along the way, and applying self-compassion when things go wrong, 
then getting up and trying again. You’ll be surprised how effective these “nonplan-
ning” approaches can be when it comes to keeping you focused on your writing 
goals. 
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ask AWAI (continued…)

Q: How is The AWAI Method different from the Accelerated Program for Six-
Figure Copywriting? Which one should I start with?

Rebecca Matter: Whether you’re looking to change careers or you want to 
become an in-demand copywriter, start with The AWAI Method for Becoming 
a Skilled, In-Demand Copywriter. Along with getting the skills needed to write 
effective copy and content, you’ll gain experience while working on five dif-
ferent assignments. You’ll even get feedback, so you know how to improve 
them. And then we’ll help you turn them into a professional portfolio to get 
your foot in the door with potential clients, armed with proof you can do the 
job.

It’s hands down the best first step to launch your paid writing career.

Now, if you go through The AWAI Method and decide you enjoy the long sales let-
ter project, or want a deeper dive into direct-response copywriting, The Accelerated 
Program for Six-Figure Copywriting will be your next step. But if during The AWAI Method 
you find you enjoy one of the other assignments you’ll get to work on — like blogging, 
for example — you’ll want to move to the corresponding program (in this case, How to 
Write Blogs for Yourself and Clients). ¢

Want to write for Barefoot Writer Magazine… or any other publication?
Here’s what you need to know…
1. FOLLOW DIRECTIONS. It might seem obvious, but it’s not uncom-
mon to skip details in the excitement of submitting work to a publica-
tion or writing contest. Before you submit your final copy, always go 
back and check for submission guidelines. Pay close attention to word 
count limits and formatting requirements.

2. SUBMIT YOUR COPY AS AN ATTACHMENT IN MICROSOFT WORD. Unless otherwise specified, this is the 
industry standard.

3. NAME YOUR FILE APPROPRIATELY. Include the name of the publication or contest in your file name, and 
include your own name as well. If you’re short on space, at least include your last name.

4. PUT YOUR NAME AND CONTACT INFORMATION ON YOUR ACTUAL COPY SUBMISSION. Even if you’re 
submitting by email, where your name and contact information are obvious, you can’t assume your copy 
submission will stay linked to your email. Staff members for a magazine may save your Word attachment to a 
separate folder for the editor to review at a later date. If your name and contact information aren’t on that Word 
document, you might be sacrificing your shot at getting published. 

5. REVIEW YOUR SUBMISSION FOR TYPOS AND ERRORS — AT LEAST TWICE! Even the most glaring 
typos sneak by the best writers. Here are two tips to avoid embarrassing typos: Read your submission aloud, 
slowly. This is a great way to pick up errors your eyes otherwise miss while reading. Or, try reading your submis-
sion one sentence at a time, starting at the end. By reading “backwards,” you’re more likely to notice errors that 
otherwise sneak by when read normally.
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Finally… 
A Professional Organization for  

the Benefit of All Direct Response 
Copywriters and Content Writers. 
(Best of all, membership needn’t cost you one single penny!)

The Professional Writers’ Alliance is dedicated 
to helping you improve your persuasive-writing 

skills, network with writers and marketers, and find 
exciting projects.

You’ll learn all that’s new and happening within our 
exciting and fast-paced industry – including the 
latest opportunities to emerge from web writing, 
e-commerce, and traditional direct mail.

You’ll enjoy full and unfettered access to a long line 
of benefits, including:

 l Concrete ways to quickly elevate your writing and marketing skills
 l Regular invitations to free marketing and writing webinars and teleconferences
 l News on what’s working now in the world of direct response
 l Access to industry experts and unlimited networking opportunities
 l Access to the latest jobs and freelance assignments
 l Discounts on resources all writers need
 l And much, much more

Whether you are (or aim to be) an ad writer, web writer, 
website owner, content writer, newsletter writer, desktop 
publisher, grant writer, researcher, marketer, or even a 
graphic artist, The Professional Writers’ Alliance is the best 
way to stay in touch with what’s happening in the industry – 
and gain the “persuasion” skills you need to prosper from it.

Click below to see everything that’s available to you – get a 
feel for the enormous impact it can have on your financial 
and professional success … and don’t forget – membership 
in this organization needn’t cost you one red cent!

“The Professional Writers’ Alliance is 
a great resource for additional training 
from top-level experts, and the Premium 
Access to DirectResponseJobs.com is 
outstanding as well. But the biggest benefit 
of membership, for me, has been the 
added credibility I’ve gained by listing PWA 
as one of my professional associations and 
displaying the logo on my website and 
marketing materials. Thanks, AWAI!”
– Michele Peterson

Click Here Now for All the Details on PWA Membership 
(Including a FREE GIFT We’ve Set Aside for You!)


